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What is art for you? How do you convey
message through your art?
Art is my live to me. I never dreamt of being
anything else but being an artist. Whenever I
start working on a piece, I like to continue
working for hours until I am arrested by sleep. I
hardly stop to eat or do anything else while I am
engulfed with the spirit of arts. The general
theme of my works’ massage is “The Facts of
Life: ROSES and THORNS: I believe that life is
like ROSES and THORNS; sometimes life emits
aroma and fragrances of pleasantness and
sometimes it pricks and cause pains. In my
paintings, I convey Roses as achievements and
successes in life and thorns are bad things and
challenges of life. I convey my messages in
surrealistic style often. I am not contented just
to copy nature but rather use nature to create
my own reality. I like to use my works to evoke
and provoke emotions and feelings. I like to use
my works to advocate and promote positive
changes in political and social life of this present
world and the world after. It is with this mind
set that I created most of my works like
“AFRICAN’T: Africans cannot say NO to
Exploitations”, “Hunger in the Land of Plenty”
“Trump’s Cage and other works
Where do you find your inspiration?
I love the realistic works of Renaissance artists
like Leonardo Da Vince, Michelangelo, and
others. The works of the surrealistic artists like
Spanish artist Salvador Dali influenced my
works greatly. I love his work, “The Persistence
of Memory” in which he created his own
realistic shapes of watches. He depicts the
fluidity of time as a series of melting watches.
Most of my recent paintings were also
influenced by the political and social upheaval
of our world today.

How is being an artist nowadays?

Being an artist nowadays take courage,
perseverance, and tenacity. That is being a
visual artist especially in these pandemic
years, when income of many self-employed
people is affected by lockdown. In year 2020,
many art fairs and exhibitions were cancelled
and that means zero income for many visual
artists. I really envy the renaissance artists
like Michelangelo, Leonardo Da Vinci,
Raphael, and others that did serious arts and
got matrons and patrons that financed their
arts. Performing artists and musicians are well
valued and called celebrities; many of them
climb the ladder of success often at the earlier
stage of their career. Unfortunately, this is not
the same with visual arts; visual artists do not
climb the ladder of success at the early stage
of their career, and they are often called
staving artists. The works of visual artists are
more valuable after their death in modern
society which I consider robbery and a crime
against artists that used their sweat and blood
to create works that are making billions for
the modern art collectors. What is tagged as
“Modern Arts” are the contentious subject to
me. Calling a banana with duct-taped a work
of art is an abuse of art and sold for
$120,000.00 is crazy. The most contentious
modern art is Unkempt Bed titled “My Bed” by
Tracey Emin that was sold for a ridiculous
price of £2.2 million.

Did you change your style over the years? In
which way?

I don’t think my style has change because it is
not quite long that I started my visual art
career. Prior to around 2012 event of Arab
Spring that moved me to pick up my brushes
and create some of my earlier political
influenced paintings like “Arab Revolution”,
and “The Eagle has Landed”; I was working as
a graphic artist which I am still doing. So I
cannot say my style has change a lot. Wait a
minute, I was creating my works in realistic
style from year 2012 until 2014 when I first
used Roses and Thorns to create “The
Bleeding Roses” and since then, I have I
adopted this floral iconography style - Roses
and Thorns as my own unique style in some of
my paintings. I will not say this is a change in
my style, but an identification of my own
unique style.

Did you enjoy cooperating with us? The Bold
Modern will be held on new international art
festival programs all around Europe? Would
you like to join us?
It is my delight cooperating with you, The Bold
Modern. Cooperating with The Bold Modern
is an opportunity for me to have a greater
exposure for my works. Like the famous
words “Fame and Fortune”, artists must
become famous before they can make
fortune. Artist Banksy got the fame now and
careless about fortune.
Sure, I will be happy to join The Bold Modern
on new international art festival programme
around Europe and around the world.
Thank you very much.

